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ABSTRACT

The results of a survey of pictorial data compression

techniques are summarized in this report. The survey was

motivated by a study of half-time graphics communication

F over voice-grade lines. The principal compression tech-

niques surveyed include the following: the optimization

of the parameters of ordinary pulse coded modulation, pulse

coded modulation using added pseudo-random noise, differ-

ential pulse coded modulation, predictive differential pulse

coded modulation, run-length encoding, brightness contour

detection and encoding, area encoding, picture compression

in the Fourier domain.
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1. CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM

The general problem to be addressed is the efficient

storage and transmission of graphical, textual, and pictorial

data. The data are assumed to exist initially in the form

of "hard copy," such as on paper, and are to be converted to

a form which can be stored on devices accessed by a high-

speed digital computer. It is intended that the data be

stored in a central data processing facility which can be

accessed rapidly by many remote stations, each containing

a device suitable for receiving and displaying the data.

It is further assumed that the data will not be radi-

cally changed at the remote station; however it is hoped

that the ability to make limited modifications will be included.

Therefore, the scheme used to convert the data from external

"hard copy" form to its internal stored form need not include

the ability to incorporate efficiently modifications since

these will usually be few in number. In addition, the conver-

sion scheme need not be fast in terms of processing time,

since the efficient conversion of the data from hard copy to

computer storage will normally only occur once. This would

not be the case if the data were continually subjected to

modification in an interactive mode at the remote terminal.

In such a case, after each modification, the data would have

to be reconverted to an efficient internally stored form dur-

ing the interactive session. This would call for a very rapid

-I1-
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conversion scheme, since it is assumed that after each modi-

fication of the data an updated version would have to be trans-

mitted to the remote terminal. One possibility, if tihe modi-

fications are minor during a given terminal session, would

be to efficiently reconvert the data at the end of a terminal

session. This would avoid the degrading effect of cumulative

minor modifications to a given datum.

The type of problem I am discussing arises in the stor-

age and retrieval of data which have been accumulated from

various sources. In general, these data have been assembled

to provide rapid access of previously published material to

a large number of individuals. These individuals do not wish

to modify the data; they wish to search through the data for

information rbout which they may know on~v certain key words--

an author or a date, for example--which are associated with

the data Each item of information, such as a page of a

journal article, available within such a system would be con-

verted only once into an efficient internally stored form.

Most of the information stored in such a system would consist

of pure text, which could be keypunched for card input or

read and converted to some character code, such as ASCII, by

optical character-recognition devices. For text this is un-

doubtedly an efficient internally stored form. However. a

great deal of the information to be stored would consist of

a combination of pictures, drawings, tables, graphs, and text.
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There is no obvious efficient way to store and transmit this

mixed type of information.

This kind of information would also commonly be en-

countered in an industrial organization where a central store

of managerial and engineering data could be accessed by a

manager or an engineer who wishes to view previously pre-

pared graphs, charts, or drawings without necessarily wishing

to modify them.
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the eost. In order for the kinds of systess that have

been mentioned to be practical 'rhey aust be ratativel)

inexpensive on a per-terminal basis. One of the costq

associated with the terminal is that of the cormainications

link between the remote tirainal and the central information

facility. It could range from voice-grade public telephone

lines to # private, leased, high-performance communications

link. The cost and bandwidth increase as one goes from the

former to the latter. We %ould like to keep the transmis-

sion time low and at the same time use an knexpensive com-

munications link. Whether or not this will be feasible de-

ponds on the amount of data tok be typkaýlly transmitted and

the response time desired. Other factors which wil appear

later are the coded fore of the data and the cost of a re-

mote terminal capable of decoding and dispIsying t.e data.

It is assumed at the outset that the data will be

stored in digital form. This requires that the data be

somehow sampled and coded In terms of sequences of bits.

The first thing that must be decided is the spatial rate

at which a piece of printed matter must be samp1*4 in order

to preserve the informotiott preaent. I shaot vtart ovt1• y

assuming tkat the material to be digitized ' black and white

with no shades of gray. Theoretically 11 the csrerial is

sampled ot twi:e the highest spatial frequency, or gre4ter,

then it is possibl) to reconstruct perfectly the niterial.

)
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Some redundancy is needed to compensate for noise intro-

duced in the sampling, transmission, and reconstruction

processes. A limited sample of line drawings and fine

print such as pica-typewriter characters yields line-width

values of 0.01 inches or larger, with line separation being

two or more line-widths. This implies a spatial frequency

of I cycle/0.03 inches or 33.3 cycles/inch as an upper limit.

Therefore, the sampling rate should be 66.7 samples/inch

minimum. For convenience, consider a sampling rate of 100

samples/inch. If this rate is used to digitize a standard

8-1/2-inch by 11-inch page, the number of bits that would

result would be (8.SxlOO) x(llxlOO)=935,000. It is assumed

that the page is entirely black and white and that a 0 bit

represents white and 1 bit represents black. If one were

to take a very naive approach and attempt to transmit the

picture by transmitting all the sampled bits, how long

would it take? Using voice-grade telephone lines at the

taletype rate of 110 baud or 110 bits per second, it would

take 8,500 seconds. At 2,000 baud, it would require 467.5

seconds. Actually a transmission rate of about 500,000 baud I
would be needed to make the transmission time reasonable

for interactive remote terminal usage. But the cost of such

a high data rate is incompatible with the goal of an inex-

pensive terminal system.
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Another consideration is the cost of storing 935,000

bits for each digitized page of data. If the 935,000 bits
are compacted into bytes, we require 116,875 bytes of stor-

age, or 28.5 pages of storage assuming 4096 bytes per page.

This is obviously a prohibitive amount of storage for a

single 8-1/2 x 11 page of data and dramatically points out

the need for some form of coding and compression of the data.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

A great deal of work has already been done in this

area, but the results have been disappointing. Most of the

work has been directed toward television bandwidth compression.

One measure of success for any data compression or coding

scheme is a suitably defined compression ratio. A commonly

used definition is the following: let B be the number of

bits produced by scanning a given piece of graphic material

at a spatial frequency equal to twice the highest spatial

frequency encountered in any data to be scanned (this is

known as the Nyquist rate); let N be the number of bits that

result when the original B bits are compressed and encoded

according to the scheme being evaluated; then the compres-

sion ratio is RuB/N. Most previously reported schemes

achieve maximum values of R that range between 30 and 40,

with values less than 10 being most common. The previous

analysis implies the need for a compression ratio on the

order of 200 or 300. This would bring the transmission

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I



time for an 8-1/2 x 11 inch page into the range of 1 or 2

seconds using a 2,000-baud transmission rate. The next few

sections will describe some compression techniques which

have been investigated.

2.1 PURE PULSE CODED MODULATION

Pulse coded modulation, commonly abbreviated PCM,

was invented by Reeves(1) in the 1930's; however, it did

not find wide application until very recently. This was

primarily due to the unavailability of circuit components

capable of high-speed switching and pulse regeneration.

PCM has several advantages(2'7) relative to analog trans-

mission techniques:

1. It uses time-division multiplexing in contrast

to frequency-division multiplexing commonly used with analog

transmission techniques;

2. PCM signals can be transmitted over long distances

using pulse regeneration circuits, or repeaters, spaced at

regular intervals without cumulative deterioration in the

signal-to-noise ratio;

3. PCM techniques are compatible with the trans-

mission of digital data to, fromand between digital compu-

ters;

4. PCM signals are easily switched.

The disadvantages of PCM are the cost of terminal equipment

and, compared to the original analog !gnal, the increased

bandwidth.

.4

--- 4-
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PCM transmits a pictuze in the following way. The

picture is scanned according to some pattern, usually but

not exclusively with a television-type raster scan, and

samples of picture brightness are taken at regular intervals

along the scan pattern. The interval between samples is

determined by the resolution requirements of the system.

If it is assumed that all picture details are to be exactly

reproduced, then the sampling theorem(3) requires that the

sampling interval be equal to the period of twice the high-

est spatial frequency in the picture.

Each sample point generates a sequence of one or

more bits. In the case of monochrome pictures, there are

two levels, black and white, and each sample point corres-

ponds to one bit, e.g., binary 1 represents black and binary

0 represents white. When pictures containing a continuum

of grayness levels are sampled, each sample generates n

bits where g , ( 0 <2 n-l<g<2n) , is the number of grayness

levels required to reproduce the picture according to some

exactness criterion. Therefore, an essentially infinite

number of grayness levels will be represented by a finite

number of discrete levels, and it will be impossible to

reproduce exactly the picture. In addition, in a picture

having abrupt transitions from white to black the spatial

frequencies will be quite high, and it will therefore be

practically impossible to sample at a rate equal to twice

),. .
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that of the highest spatial frequency.

Since PCM transmission of pictures yields only an

approximation of the original picture, studies have been

made to find the optimum parameters for a PCM transmission

system.( 2 '4' 5 ' 6 ' 8 ) The parameters are evaluated both sub-

jectively by human observers and objectively using various

optimization criteria.

The following is a representative list of PCM para-

meters to be optimized: i

1. prefilter characteristics, [

2. scanning pattern,
.I

3. resolution or sampling rate,

4. number of brightness quantization levels,

5. transmission code,

6. and postfilter characteristics.

2.1.1 Prefilter Characteristics

The purpose of a prefilter is to reshape

the power spectral density of the signal in order that the

signal may be quantized with greater accuracy. Since the

signal itself consists of a continuum of picture brightness

amplitudes, it will not be possible to represent precisely

the amplitude at each sample point using a finite number

of discrete levels. The difference between the signal

amplitude and its quantized representation is known as

quantization noise. It has been found that prefiltering
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in error were pseudorandomly chosen the errors will be pseu-

dorandomly distributed in the reproduced picture and, there-

fore, highly uncorrelated.

In statistical coding, one scan pattern may have

advantages over another. The unconditional probability

distribution of brightness levels does not vary for differ-

ent scan patterns or for a certain picture sample space.

However, this is not true for the various orders of condition-

al probability. For a particular sample space it should

be possible to find a set of scan patterns for which the

entropy, and therefore the number of bits required for trans-

mission, is a minimum if the optimum statistical code is

used. It is questionable whether the savings in transmission

would be sufficient to warrant the added complexity. Also

it is doubtful that the picture sample space normally en-

countered would exhibit sufficient stationarity from one

picture transmission to the next to allow the use of a single

statistical coding scheme.

2.1.3 Sampling Rate

The sample spacing for black and white pictures with-

out grayness levels is determined by the width of the thin-

nest black or white region which will be encountered. More-

over the human eye must be able to resolve the region under

normal viewing conditions. Straight linos of any slope and

thickness should be reproduced as straight lines and should

il
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not have a "staircase"-like appearance. In pictures which

contain grayness levels, the picture brightness can be de-

scribed as a function of the two picture planar coordinates

f(x,y). If the x components of spatial frequency for all

pictures to be sampled are less than some maximum frequency

f then, according to the Sampling Theorem, a horizontal

sampling rate R >2f is sufficient to reconstruct those
x- xm

components. If a similar number f exists for the y
ym

components of spatial frequency, then a vertical sampling

rate Ry>2f is sufficient. Rx and Ry expressed in samples

per unit length determine the matrix of sample points to

be used for PCM. Since the final picture will be viewed

by a human observer, it may be possible to limit the

sampling rate according to the bandwidth of the human eye

with respect to brightness frequency response. This in-

volves research into the psychophysics of human vision,

which is beyond the scope of this preliminary paper. The

literature on PCM that I have seen does not specify scan

rates in sample points per unit length. Usually the size

of the sampling raster is given in terms of sample points

alone, and the actual dimensions of the raster in inches

are not stated. Some common raster sizes that have been

used in experimental systems are 128 x 128, 256 x 256, and

S12 x 512, the last being appropriate to the PCM trans-

mission of television pictures. A cursory examination of



black and white material, such as an 8-1/2 x 11-inch pica

typewritten page or a line drawing, indicates the need for

vertical and horizontal sampling rates on the order of 100

sample points per inch.

2.1.4 Brightness Quantization

Given a brightness sample one must decide which dis-

crete brightness symbol to use to represent it. For black

and white, only two symbols are used. If the brightness

sample is above a certain threshold value, one symbol is

transmitted, otherwise the other symbol is sent. If gray-

ness levels are to be sent, then it must be decided how

many different grayness levels are going to be used. If

too few levels are used, the reproduced picture will have

false contours and appear to be broken-up into distinct

regions of constant brightness. If too many levels are

used, then excessive or redundant information will be trans-

mitted and the transmission time will be unnecessarily long.

Experiments performed to evaluate various choices for the

number of brightness levels indicate that anywhere from

24 to 2 levels can give satisfactory pictures. Powers

of 2 are used because normally the brightness symbols are

represented by a binary code. To partition the full range
of brightness from white to black into intervals of grayness,

such that each grayness interval is assigned one brightness

symbol, two basic methods are used: uniform and logarithmic
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partitioning. Logarithmic partitioning is based on experi-

mental evidence that the human eye's response to light is

proportional to the logarithm of the light intensity. Exper-

imental evidence indicates that for a given picture quality

logarithmic quantization requires one less bit per bright-

ness symbol than uniform quantization. That is, half as

many brightness symbols are sufficient. PCM using 6 bits

per brightness symbol and uniform quantization is often

used as a standard against which other data-transmission

and data-compression schemes are compared.

A method described by Roberts( 1 4 ) makes it possible

to improve the quality of pictures which might otherwise

contain quantization noise (e.g., false contours) without

increasing the bits per brightness symbol required. The

method involves adding pseudorandom noise to the picture

before quantization and subtracting the same noise at the

receiver. He has found that 3 bits per sample would be

sufficient for transmitting most television pictures.

Roberts defined an error criterion which could be used to

judge quantitatively the quality of reproduced pictures.

He assumed that the errors E in a reproduced picture consist

of two components: the apparent noise in the output. V,

and the tonal differences between the input and the output,

D. Therefore E a V 0 D. The total error is defined as the

mean square-error,



E pi x x v.2 dy di

where x is the input sigrnal and y is the outout. A flat

distributinr% is as~sumed for the izput, &kiri p(Ki co.stsant.

In this case E becomes,

Ei A f I p(y>}f.x-yj)' J) dx

where A is defined so tha t Oe Kinimuu. tean squure error

is unity. The apparent Doi st 4, 4(efxi;ed as the variance

of the output relative to the ,ean ou*:put with the Input

held constant,

, y )2 dv d4

where Y x' Ndy "'.
0

The tonal error 16 a measure of the dvtAtion of the mean

output from the 1n0,vt :i I reii'gh ." Constant input, an8

is defined fis thAt C -

0 A!l~ 7

Now for stratiht V24 over a oaieloes* channel k.,I D.),

VsO so the entcre errcr is Oje to tonal error. If random

noise with a flit 4istributiop and an amplitude equal to,

one graynsA. level, , Is added to x, then

.1 (1-2 ,010 2 V.2(1-2"



in this case the tanal erru= has baei reduced at !he expense

of increased apvareut noise. For n>3 the reproduced pictures

vere free of fa~Ise conto'irS and V710 from a pricticali stand-

poirnt; aims, VY2 li pseudorandom noi3e is used, the sam-e

noise wbich is added at the tr 4nsmitter can he subtracted

at the receiver. ihis has the effect •t reduring with-

out increasing 1). Now E=1i*2 1) 2 V=I.

2I.15 Transvistior Code

The most cGamon code uq:eti in PCM transmission is a

straight binary code. If a non-statistial cod~e is tco be

used there is very little reason for using a code other

then the. straipht binary code, unless noise on the channel !

is a serious problem. In the case of a noisy channel with

specified error characteristics and specified picture bright-

ness stat, s, cs, it is possihle to choose from i set. of

codes a particular code whi-h is optimum, in the sense that

the average noise power in the reproduced picture is a

minimum.

Another possibility would be to usv variable length

statistica& coding. To do this it is necessary t(i compile

statistics concerning the distributicn of brightness symbols

for all pictures to be transmittcl. Stuldies of television

picture statistics indicate that the unconditional picture

brightness distribution is uniform but that adjacent samples

are highly correlated.(l5) Schreiber(12'13) has determined

*
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the conditional probability distribution up to the second

order for television pictures and has reported that the

conditional entropy, H (x), ranged from 1.85 for the simplestY

picture to 3.36 for the most complex, with an average at

2.62 bits per sawple. rhis is to be compared with standard

6-bits-per-sample PCM and implies that statistical coding

could decrease the average number of bits per picture by

a factor of 2.2. This is not a very significant decrease

considering the complexity of the encoding and decoding

equipment. He gives a figure for the second-order condi-

tional entropy, H (x), of 1.49 bits for a simple picture,

which is 0.36 bits lower than H (x) for the same picture.
y

This would indicate that the added advantage of second-

order statistics is small when compared with the increased

complexity of the equipment necessary.

In another paper, Schreiber (11) evaluates a lower

bound for the average entropy per picture element. He

postulates a portion of a picture of uniform brightness

where the neighboring picture elements are so highly corre-IL
lated that any element-to-element variation in brightness

is due primarily to Gaussian noise, whose r.m.s. value is

equal to one brightness quantization level. The entropy

for this case is computed to be 1,12 bits per brightness

symbol. Therefore, for this limiting situation, the maximum

possible compression ratio is 6/1.12 ! 5.3 to 1 when compared
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with 6-bit PCM. This implies the use of variable-length

statistical codes of high order involving rather long coding

and decoding tables. Such complexity to achieve a compres-

sion ratio of less than 5.3 to 1 is unlikely, especially

since a compression ratio at least ten times this is really

needed.

2.1.6 Postfilter CharacteristicsI]
The postfilter is generally the inverse of the pre-

filter. It can also be used to eliminate "noise" whose

spatial frequencies lie outside the range of the picture

spatial frequencies.

2.1.7 Summary

The PCM techniques which have been described seem

to be capable of achieving compression ratios as high as

5 to 1 when compared with standard 6-bit PCM. Roberts'

method using the addition of pseudorandom noise appears to

be a simple way to achieve a 2-to-I compression ratio.

Other schemes which achieve higher compression ratios gener-

ally involve statistical variable-length encoding. The

complexity of statistical encoding and decoding and the

nonuniformity of picture statistics would generally make

such schemes unattractive in view of the low compression

ratios yielded.

4T
0!
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2.2 DIFFERENTIAL PULSE CODE MODULATION

Another widely studied transmission technique is

differential pulse code modulation, abbreviated DPCM. The

method consists of sending a quantized version of the dif-

ference between a function of the previous samples and the

current sample. Let the i-th difference signal be di; let

F be the function of the previous samples; and let s.Si-1 1

be the i-th sample. Then DPCM takes on the form d =s i-i.
1

where i is indexed over all sample points of a picture.

It is assumed here that the picture has been raster-scanned

and converted into a one-dimensional function of time.

2.2.1 Ordinary DPCM

For ordinary DPCM, Fi. takes on the form

i-l
F 1 =dj]

j=l

where the brackets mean that d. has been quantized. The

DPCM system has the following diagram:

si - +

YDELAY

4 DELAY.
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2.2.2 Predictive DPCM

Another type of DPCM is called predictive DPCM. In

this case, F_ 1 is a function which predicts the next sample's

value on the basis of the value of previous samples. The

quantized difference between the predicted and actual value

is transmitted. The diagram follows:

PREDICTOR PREDICTOR

Various types of prediction functions can be used. They

can be classed as linear or polynomial predictors. A linear

prediction is a weighted sum of previous values and can be

"a "previous value," "slope," "planar," or "circular" pre-

dictor. The simplest linear prediction is one that

predicts the current sample (s to be equal to the immed-

iately preceding sample (s i.I or to the sample directly

above it on the previous scan line; however, the latter

would involve storing an entire scan line. Slope prediction

is a bit more complicated, involving two previous values,

while planar and circular prediction are even more compli-

cated involving 3 and 7 previous values, respectively, from

more than one scan line. The equations for the various
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forms of linear prediction and the raster sample points used.

are shown below.(
1 6 )

SSp=- Sl,0 (previous value, same line)

1,s 0,3 Sp=S O,l (previous value, line above)
s=2s S2,

Sp 1,02 (slope)

Al /j/ qi-*- s =S +s -- s

-- - p 1,0 0,1 1,1 (planar)
A,O /,0 CO

s =S S +s s +So 2 s -1
p 1,0 2, 2, , s , ,

(x marks the current (circular)
sample value to be
predicted)

Each type of prediction can predict certain picture entities.

For example, planar and circular prediction will predict hori-

zontal and vertical lines; lines at angles of ±520 are pre-

(16)dicted by circular prediction. Harrison experimented

with various types of linear prediction and found that the

I predictive DPCM signal power is lower than the ordinary PCM

signal power for the same picture. In addition, the DPCM

error signals still contained considerable redundancy because,

when the error signal alone was displayed on a TV monitor,

the original pictures were clearly distinguishable.

Linear prediction is a special case of polynomial pre-

diction. In general, polynomial prediction involves pro-

vious values raised to some power and, therefore, is consid-

ered too complex for our purposes. In fact, results indi-

cate that "previous value" prediction eliminates most of the

____ ____ ____ __ -- ..
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(22)
redundancy and little is gained by higher-order prediction.

2.2.3 Advantages of DPCM

The real advantage of DPCM is that the unconditional

entropy of the error signal (based on the quantized error

signal monogram statistics) is approximately equal to the

first-order conditional entropy of the actual signal.( 1 2 )

This means that the advantages of statistical coding can be

obtained more easily by coding and transmitting the error

signal. O'Neal (17) developed a theory of predictive DPCM

which he used in conjunction with signal statistics to de-

rive optimal prediction function coefficients. He found

that a 3:2 savings in bit rate over straight PCM could be

achieved. Graham (18,21) incorporated two properties of

human vision into his predictive DPCM system and was able

to achieve a 2:1 reduction in bit rate using 8-level (3 bits)

error signal quantization. The first property of human

vision which he used is the inability to detect amplitude

distortion in chaotic, complex regions of a picture. The

second property is the sensitivity of the human eye to

distortion in simple, low-contrast, predictable, structured

regions. Thus where the error signal is large (unpredictable,

chaotic region) a few coarse quantum levels are used where-

as for small errors, fine accurate quantization is used.

Tests on four types of pictures gave entropies ranging from
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2.1-to 2.64 bits per picture element. Graham also mentions

alternate-mode predictive DPCM, where one of two prediction

functions is used at each step depending on which gives the

smaller error. For an assumed joint distribution function

of the form p(i,j)=Ka 'iJoliver(1" found that the entropy

of a statistically coded "previous-value"-predicted error

signal approached 2.918 bits per picture element.

2.2.4 Disadvantage of DPCM

The disadvantage of DPCM is that it is much more

sensitive to noise then ordinary PCM. Since a reconstructed

picture element depends on all past picture elements, a

single error appears in all remaining picture elements.( 1 7' 2 0 )

Because of the large amount of data transmitted for any pic-

ture, transmission errors could be a serious problem. Error

recovery procedures in the transmission link might solve this

Iproblem.

2.2.5 Summary

In summary, it can be said that DPCM, like PCM, yields

only very modest compression ratios; ratio of 2:1 appears

to be the best that can be achieved. In addition, the picture

degradation due to errors appears to be a serious drawback.

2.3 PCM USING FREQUENCY SEPARATION

Before going on to techniques which involve picture

property detection, one other PCM technique should be men-

tioned. This consists of breaking down the scanned picture
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signal into two or more component signals, each containing

a particular band of frequencies. Then each component sig-

nal is sampled and quantized using a sampling rate and a

number of quantization levels suitable to that band of fre-

quencies. The sampling rate is generally equal to twice

the highest frequency in the band. The criteria for deter-

mining the number of quantization levels for a given fre-

quency band is based on the two properties of human vision

mentioned previously. Bands containing the higher frequen-

cies represent high-contrast, very detailed portions of the

picture; therefore brightness amplitude can be coarsely

quantized due to the eyes' insensitivity to brightness at

such frequencies. Low-contrast regions of the picture are

represented by the lower-frequency bands, to which the eyes'

brightness sensitivity is high; consequently many quantization

Kretmer(23)levels are needed. Kretzmer took a 4MC television signal

and passed it through a low-pass filter to get the "lows" com-

ponent signal (0-O.5MC) which he sampled and quantized with 7

bits. The "Iowst 'signal was subtracted from the original video

to get the "highs" signal (0.5-4MC) which was quantized with

3 bits. The result was approximately a 2:1 compression

ratio compared with straight 7-bit PCM. He also proposed

another scheme using 7 bits for 0-0.S MC, 4 bits for 0.S-1

MC, 3 bits for 1-2 MC and 2 bits for 2-4 MC. Results are

not reported but the gain should have been less.
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2,4 PROPERTY DETECTION AND ENCODING

The next few transmission techniques to be described

are based primarily on the definition, detection, and encod-

ing of certain picture details or properties.

2.4.1 Run-Length or Differential-Coordinate Encoding

The first of these is run-length encoding (also called

differential-coordinate encoding). In this method, the pic-

ture property which is detected and encoded is a string of

picture brightness samples which can all be assigned the

same quantization level. The length of such a string or

"run" is what is actually coded and transmitted. Some infor-

mation about the quantization level must also be sent.

Michel (24,25) has reported some interesting results

on run-length encoded black and white material (no intermed-

iate grayness levels). The method involves transmitting code

words which represent contiguous sequences of all black or

all white sample points. Since the black or white run-lengths

could be very large values (as in the case of an empty page)

it is necessary to restrict the run-length values for which

there are codes. This limits the length (in bits) and number

of code words. Run lengths which exceed the maximum length

for which there is a code word must be expressed in terms

of two or more code words in sequence. Michel computed

statistics concerning run lengths contained in 300-word

pica typewritten copy. He used enlargements of the pica

• o.. A
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letters to measure run lengths and then applied known results

for the monogram, diagram, and trigram frequencies for English

letters( 2 5 ) to compute the run-length probabilities. Using

Shannon-Fano encoding as modified by Huffman (27), Michel de-

rived code words based on the derived probability distribution

and found that the average code-word length (in bits) was within

1% of the entropy (in bits) of the run lengths. Correlation

between run lengths was not taken into account. Michel's

code had a prefix which preceded a run-length code word if

it was a black run, otherwise all run lengths were assumed

to be white, and each white run was assumed to terminate

with one black dot. This pica-tailored code was used to

encode a variety of data. Figure 1 gives some of his results.

The compression ratio for the 300-word pica letter is

R u l06a 10. This value seems low since the code is tailored
l01

to be optimum for this case. For the empty page Rl180.

However, intuitively, 5,SOO bits seems like an excessive

amount of information to be associated with an empty page.

The reason for this is that Michel felt that the average

transmission which he would encounter would involve pica-

style text and should therefore be tailored for that case,

at the expense of efficiency in other cases. It is diffi-

cult to compare these compression ratios against a norm be-

cause it is difficult to measure the amount of information

contained in a picture. In fact, as stated by Pearson(28)
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the actual information present for transmission is a func-

tion of the process used to digitize tsht original picture.

Tihe higher the resolution used in the scanning process, the

larger the amount of information present, up to a point.

At even higher resolution the redundancy increases and the

anount of information becomes constant (see Schreiber(11)

The results for the 300-word pica letter could be evaluated

basi of hannn's(29)o;a the basis of Shannon's results concerning the re-

dundancy of English. The zeroth-order measure of average

information per symbol (letters and spaces) in English text

gives 4.76 bits per symbol. Assuming that the average English

word has five letters and a space, then 300 words would con-

tain an average amount of information equal to 8,568 bits.

Some bits must be added to this to designate the format of

the page such as margins, line spacing, paragraph indentation,

etc. Let the total be 10,000 bits, then R'=-l=-lOO, in con-

trast to Michel's value of R= 106 OlO for the 300-word pica

letter. If higher-order measures are used for English, such

as 4.2 and 3.6 bits per symbol for the first- and second-

order or the eight-,irder value of 2.4 bits per symbol, the

difference between R and R' approaches 200 versus 10.

2.4.2 Restricted Run-Length Encoding

Another approach to run-length encoding was taken

by Cherry, et 81.(30,31) They analyzed the run-length stat-

Istics for some class of documents and attempted to find
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an optimum set of standard run-lengths. fhen anyrun-length

was restricted to be one of the standard run-lengths. Long

run-lengths were, in effect, broken down into a set of stan-

dard run-lengths. They were considering a situation in which

the scanning, encoding, and transmission were all proceeding

simultaneously. In this case, extremely long run-lengths

could cause gaps in the transmission while the end of the

run was being awaited; also transmission buffer overflow be-

came possible when many very short runs occurred in succession.

They performed a queueing theoretic analysis for the purpose

of choosing standard run lengths, transmission rate, and

buffer size so that the probabilities of buffer underflow

and overflow were below a certain level.

The problem of transmission buffer underflow or over-

flow does not arise when the pictorial data are compressed

and encoded off-line.

One of the real advantages of using standard run-

lengths is that variable-length statistical coding becomes

unnecessary. If the run-lengths are chosen properly they I
are uniformly distributed and can therefore be efficiently

represented by a fixed-length code. The longest standard

run places an upper limit on the compression ratio. This

seems to be a disadvantage to using restitcted-run-length

encoding. Robinson and Cherry(31) used standard run-lengths

of 1,2,4,10 sample points and 7-bit brightness quantization,
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Using various test pictures, they achieved compression ratios

in the range of 3 to 6. Each run was specified by 9 bits:

7 bits for brightness quantization and 2 bits for run-length.

If the entire picture consisted of runs equal to the maximum

run-length of 10, then the compression ratio would be

nx7
(m/10)x9 7.8, the maximum compression ratio possible using

1,2,4,10 as the standard run-lengths. The authors found

that slight variations in the first three values did not

significantly affect the results.

Run-lengths are found to have an exponential distri-
(30,32)

bution function The probability that a

run is of length n is P(n)=Ar n, and since E P(n)=l, then

-nAmr-1 for r>l. Therefore, P(n)=(r-l)r- ;and the average

value of n,n ffi nP(n)ur/r-l. Now if a sample is sent only

n=0

at the beginning of each run, neglecting run-length infor-

mation, then the rate of sample generation will be decreased

by the factor r/r-l, which is an upper bound on the compres-

sion ratio. The added bits to specify run-length make this

bound impossible to achieve. Seyler (32) found that a run-

length probability density function of the form p(T).ae'aT

was accurate for statisticalY stationary television sig-

nals having an exponential element auto-correlation function.

His analysis led to the conclusion that a worst-case com-

pression ratio of S was possible. He also looked at the
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problem of choosing the maximum run-length value such that

the bit rate would be a minimum, for various values of a.

Wyle( 3 3 ) et al. measured run-length statistics and de-

vised a coding scheme which makes it possible to begin re-

producing a run before the entire run-length has been re-

ceived. They report an average compression ratio of 4 for

black and white pictures and 2.9 for continuous-tone pictures.
The maximum ratio was 8.5. Golomlooked at the problem

of finding an optimum variable-length statistical code when

~the run-length distribution function is of a particular

form. He found a general form for the code corresponding

to the general geometric distribution p nq. His code can

be encoded and decoded using a brief algorithm rather than

an infinite code book. Kubba( 3 5) and Sekey(36) have studied

the problem of optimum detail detection for the determination

of run lengths in noisy pictures. They use the theory of

statistical inferential estimation to find log (Hn /Hn*,)

which indicates the preference for Hn versus Hnei where,

Hn is the hypothesis: xn and xn~l are independent so n+"

starts a new run; and HnI is the hypothesis: xn+I is part

of a run already in progress. xn and xn÷I are neighboring

picture brightness samples.

In summary, run-length encoding seems to be capable

of providing compression ratios between S and 10, with some

very simple pictures giving ratios as high as 20 (see Nichel's

"Nature Worts," Fig.1). Vartable-length statistical coding
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seems necessary to achieve ratios as high as 10, but the

standard runs method results in rntios not too much less

and is more easily implemented.

Another method used to detect changes in picture

brightness, and the position of those changes, is described

by Gouriet( 3 7 ). His method involves converting the analog

picture signal to a staircase-like quantized signal which

is then differentiated, giving a signal consisting of posi-

tive and negative pulses corresponding to positions in the

quantized signal, where there are positive or negative steps,

respectively. These "position pulses" are then rectified

and used to drive a ramp function generator. Each pulse

resets the generator to zero output, so that the composite

output is a "sawtooth" where each "tooth" begins and ends

at times corresponding to "position pulses," and the ampli-

tude of each "tooth" is proportional to the distance be-

tween the pulses. Now the "sawtooth" signal is different-

iated, yielding pulses whose position has no significance

but whose amplitude is a measure of the distance between

successive changes in brightness. This stream of "Aistance

pulses" could then be transmitted at a regular rate over

an analog channel. Another signal must also be sent con-

sisting of brightness samples corresponding to points in

the video signal where the changes in brightness occur.

The "position pulse" stream could be used to derive the
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brightness samples. Gouriet found that the combined entropy

of the distance and brightness signals was smaller, by a

factor of seven, than the picture entropy in the case where

picture elements in a scan line are assumed to be indepen-

dent.

Newell and Geddes(3 8 ), in testing Gouriet's technique,

found that for a raster having 180 lines and 500 elements

per scan line, the average frame had 7000 brightness changes

with the maximum being 12,000; most scan lines had more than

50. These results were based on 6-bit brightness quantization.

When 13 nonuniformly spaced grayness levels were used, the

average was 12,000 brightness changes. In both cases 12

pictures were tested. An unrestricted distance signal was

found to require an extremely high signal-to-noise ratio,

snd it was necessary to restrict the distance signal to a

maximum of 20 picture elements between brightness changes. -

They concluded that a practical bandwidth reduction factor

of 3.1 seemed possible.

2.4.3 Dual Mode and U910 Detection Systems

Schreiber and Knapp( 3 9 ) experimented with a dual

mode system which transmitted a low frequency or "lows" U sig-

nal using ordinary PCM. The "highs" signal was run-length

encoded using 3 bits for brightness quantization and S bits

for run length. The compression ratio achieved was estimated

to be 4:1. Newell and Geddes(58) tested a similar system
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(37)using Gouriet' s analog technique for run-length trans-

mission and found that a bandwidth reduction of 3:1 was

practical. They also tested the "synthetic highs" technique

of Schreiber et al.( 4 0 ). This method is based on the de-

tection of brightness "edges" in a scan line. The "lows"

signal is separated using a low-pass filter and is trans-

mitted separately using PCM or reduced bandwidth analog

transmission. The highs signal is derived by differentiating

the original signal and, by means of very few quantization

levels, replacing the derived signal by pulses whose height

and duration are determined by the portion of the signal

within a given quantization level. The minimum quantization

level is chosen so that the low-frequency contribution to

the derivative is ignored. These pulses are then transmitted

in analog fashion or are run-length encoded by transmitting

the distance between pulses and the discrete pulse height.

At the receiving end the pulses are passed through a specially

designed transversal filter which synthesizes a "highs"

signal which is recombined with the "lows" to give the re-

produced picture (see Fig.2). The "synthetic highs" technique

gave qualitatively better pictures than the quantized highs

method with generally the same noise and bandwidth require-

ments.

Julesz&4 1 ) has investigated a technique which combines

a type of run-length encoding at the transmitter with linear

interpolation at the receiver. The beginning of a run is
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Figure 2. Waveforms of the Synthetic-Highs System(38 )

(a) Video input.

(b) 'Lows'.

(c) Derivative of video input.

(d) Quantized derivative.

(e) Brightness pulses for 'highs' after decoding
at receiver.

(f) 'Synthetic highs'.

(S) Final waveform, (b) * (f).

Ie

4~
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based on the detection of an edge or abrupt change in bright-

ness on a scan line. These edges are detected by comparing

the differences in brightness of adjacent pairs of unquan-

tized brightness samples using the differences ui.l-ui. 2

and ui -u.i-l where ui is a brightness sample at the i-th

sample point and u i 1 ,Ui- 2 are the two previous samples

on one side of ui. An C is used to assign an index to

difference functions in the following way: if i-l-Ui.2>Cl,

the index equals +l; iflu il-ui. 2 <I<l the index equals 0;

if ui - U.<-l, the index equals -1. This leads to the

following types of brightness changes and associated index

(.lO)'1.%,(~,~), (l-l). (-V) If any of

these changes should occur, except for the (1,1) or (-1,-i)

case, a new run is begun and the old run is terminated,

quantized, and sent along with a quantized version of u

at that point. For practical considerations, 16 Nyquist

intervals was the maximum allowed run-length, so 4 bits

were required. Ten bits were used for brightness quanti-

zation (6 bits would have been sufficient) except when the

change was within ±2 Nyquist intervals of the last change,

then coarser 4-bit quantization was used. This takes ad-

vantage of the eye's insensitivity to brightness accuracy

in a region of rapid change, a property of human vision men-

tioned earlier at the receiver, linear interpolation is used
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to reconstruct the signal across a run-length between two

edges.

There were some problems with this scheme. If Cl

was too small, misalignment of edges from one scan line

to the next resulted. If e1 was too large, detail was lost.

Therefore an C, (small) and an C2 (large) were chosen, and

the union of the two sets of edge points was used. Another

problem was that for gradual changes in brightness an error

would build-up over long intervals, because only adjacent

differences are compared. This was solved by monitoring

the difference between the original and coded picture and

taking extra samples if the difference exceeded a tolerance

E3 (and the distance to the next edge was greater than 2

Myguist intervals). Two sets of criteria tested were

£1M3.6%, c2=10%, £3-S% and El-5%. £2=10%, C3u7.2%. Four

basically different test scenes were used. The minimum

4> average ratio of edge points to total raster points was

31.5%, with 42.4% being the maximum and 2S.3% being the

minimum for one scene. Fifty-six per cent, 72%. and 44%

Sare the average, *aximum, and minimum rat ios, respectively,
of coarsely quantized samples to selected samples. Statistics

were also computed for run lengths between edges. For one

of the scenes, less than 10% of the run lengths exceeded

16 Nyguist Intervals and, therefore, required additional

samples. These statistics were used to compute the entropy 4

in bits per sample in order to estimate the results of

imimsmmm I immmm mm iammm smmmm- t • I~lS .I
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statistical encoding. The average, maximum, and minimum

entropy was 2.35, 2.80 and 2.01, respectively, giving an

average compression ratio of 2.9 compared to 7-bit PCM.

The statistical encoding in this case takes into account

only the run-length statistics and not the brightness-level

statistics. A more practical fixed-length non-statistical

code would give an average compression ratio of 2.4.

Julesz found that if any of the scenes were coded

with a statistical code tailored for any other scene the

results were only slightly different from the results when

a scene was coded with its own code. This is important

because in a practical system the same code would have to

be used for all scenes. It should be noted that Julesz

used 1/2S of the normal resolution, and therefore much

higher compression ratios could be expected with his scheme

using finer resolution. However, the restriction on his

run lengths to 16 Nyguist intervals limits his maximum com-

pression ratio to 9.6 for non-statistical encoding.

Gabor and Hill( 4 2 ) have described a method which

involves detecting edges of brightness on alternate scan

lites 2nd, using linear interpolation, derives the edges

foi the scan line in between. This could result in sending

half as many edge samples but seems to call for a much more

complex receiver.
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2.4.4 Contour Detection and Encoding

Consider the following assumptions: (1) the human

eye responds most to edges of brightness and, in fact,

emphasizes them; (2) sharp edges of brightness are rela-

tively few in an average picture and they lie along con-

nected contours; (31 less accurate reproduction of the

low-frequency, low-contrast portions of a picture will not

be noticeable. These assumptions were used by Pan(43) and
Graham(44) as the basis for a dual mode picture transmission

technique which is a two-dimensional extension of the edge-

detection method of Schreiber, Knapp, and Kay( 4 0 ). A two-

dimensional low-pass filter is used to form an image resem-

bling an out-of-focus version of the original picture which

is then transmitted using ordinary 6-bit PCM and a much

coarser sampling rate. In order to detect the edges of

brightness the original picture is operated upon using a

function which will emphasize abrupt changes in two dimen-

sions. Either the gradient or the Laplacian operator can

be used for this purpose. A nonlinear thresholding oper-

ation is performed on the resulting image to detect the

presence of contours. Once a potential contour point is

detected, neighboring points are examined in order to

trace out the entire contour. Extremely short contours

are rejected and are assumed to be the result of noise in

the original picture. Each ce .tour found is encoded and

I
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transmitted to the receiver. To reconstruct the original

picture at the receiver, a two-dimensional transversal filter

is applied to the image containing the thin line contours,

synthesizing a "highs" signal, which, when combined with

the "lows" signal, gives the desired result. The character-

istics of this transversal filter are a function of the

low-pass filter and the edge-detection operator. (45) This

becomes apparent in the one-dimensional case where the edge

is the step function shown in rig. 3; the low-pass filter

gives 3(b) and the gradient gives 3(c). Therefore, the

transversal filter's response to 3(c) is constrained to

be something like 3(d) in order that 3(b) and 3(d) will

sum to 3(a).

- ' "(a) (c)

Figure 3. A one-dimensional

(d) eximple of the synthetic "highs"

system for step function input( 4 4 )

Gra'am performed a computer simulation of this technique

using A 2S6x2S6-element picture representation and S-bit

brightness quantization. A two-dimensional low-pass filter

in difference equation form was used to determine the "lows"

image, which was transmitted using 6-bit PCM and a 32x32

sampling matrix giving 3000-6000 bits. Both the gradient
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and Laplacian methods were used for edge detection, and

transversal filters were derived for both cases. For one

of the test pictures the gradient yielded 11,886 edge points

while the Laplacian gave 26,119; the same threshold was

used in both cases. Results for three other test pictures

using the gradient are summarized in Table 1. The beginning

of a contour was coded as follows:

Table I

Contour Coding Data for Figures 16, 17, and 18

Fig. 16 Fig. 17 Fig. 18

Number of edge points 8900 13,980 2301

Number of contours 263 485 55

Number of bits for;

VDC 20,300 38,400 S,900 .

GDC 17,400 30,6C0 4,260

G4C 11,200 18,900 2,880

start point 6,312 11,640 1,320

lows 3,300 3,000 3,000

Total number of bits- 5,A21 102,S40 17,360

Reduction factor o.75 3.8 22.7

16 bits were used to designate a contour starting locatlon,

3 bits designate the direction of the gradient, 2 bits are
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for the gradient magnitude, and 3 bits designate the contour

direction, making 24 bits total. A variable-length Huffman

code is used to designate the following elements of contour

continuation: contour vector direction change (VDC) which

is integral multiples of 450, -3SVDC53; gradient direction

change (GDC) which has the same values as VDC; and gradient

magnitude change (GMC) which has values OSGMC54. The end-

of-contour symbol is an eighth value for VDC. The four

test pictures required, on the average, 5.8 bits per contour-

continuation point. A fixed-length non-statistical code

would have required 9 bits.

The compression ratios achieved by contour encoding

(see Table I) were generally higher than those which would

be expected if previously described methods were applied

to the same pictures. In addition, this method is not

inherently limited in its maximum compression ratio as is

restricted run-length encoding. Therefore, increased

resolution should give a larger proportional increase in

compression ratio. If the 2S6x2S6 sampling matrix were

replaced by a 512xS2 matrix, the number of samples would

increase by a factor of 4, but the number of edge points

would be expected only to double; therefore the compression

ratios would be expected to at least double. There seem

to be two disadvantages associated with this scheme. One

is the amount of processing time required for each pic-

ture. Simulation processing times for a single picture
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were on the order of 5 minutes, using an IBM 709411. The

digitized pictures were recorded on digital magnetic tape.

Optical filtering might help but would still leave the pro-

cessing time required for contour detection, tracingand

encoding, and perhaps contour reconstruction. The other

disadvantage is the sensitivity to transmission errors.

Since a contour continuation message contains information

only about changes in contour properties, an error in one

contour continuation symbol would cause the remaining por-

tion of that contour to be reconstructed improperly.

Cheydleur has proposed a scheme for the coding

of contours and lines of varying width, It is based on

the use of compactly coded syllables which specify such

things as contour location and contour alteration• A con-

tour location syllable specifies the beginning of a new con-

tour. It is followed by sub-syllables which specify its

horizontal displacement relative to another contour, the

slope of the left contour boundary, the rate of change of

the slop*, the width of the contourand the rate of change

of the width. There is also a sub-syllable which specifies

the vertical displacement to the position where there is

a change in any of the previously mentioned sub-syllables.

The values of the changes are specified by the sub-syllables

of a contour alteration syllable. Pictures with grayness

levels are coded by replacing the width sub-syllable by one

that specifies grayness value to the left of the contour.
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As yet, no experiments have been performed to evaluate this

technique.

2.4.5 Area Encoding

A method described by Cunningham( 4 7' involves re-

placing every n x n area of the picture by the average bright-

ness in that area. The intermediate values are determined

at the receiver by means of interpolation. In addition,

at the transmitter, the interpolated values are compared

to the true values, and a pair of criteria are used to de-

termine whether special correction symbols need to be sent.

Averaging over a 3x3 area gave good quality pictures and a

compression ratio of 6:1; SxS averaging gave poor quality

pictures and a compression ratio of around 9:1. A modified

correction scheme applied to 5xS averaging brought the quality

up and the ratio down to that of 3x3 averaging.

An encoding technique based on area-dependent statis-

tics was investigated by Wholey.(48) He selected the 12-

element pattern shown in Fig. 4 and analyzed several pictures

of a given class (weather maps) for the statistical relation-

ship between the value of P and the various combinations

of values for the 12 x's.

xI x x x x
X1 ~2 545

x x7 x8 x xO
X6 X7  8 9 10

x

Fig. 4 12-element statistical encoding pattern.

I I
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Only black and white pictures were considered. These stat-

istics were used to predict the most probable value for P,

given -alue assignments for the 12 x's. A particular pic- t
ture is processed by scanning the pattern across it and

making a pre4iction for P at every sample point. The pic-

ture is assumed to have a white border two elements wide.

For each sample point at which a wrong prediction is made,

a I is placed in the corresponding position in an error

matrix. The resulting error matrix is a complete repre-

sentation of the picture, which is then transmitted using

statistical run-length encoding. For ten 7000-element

weather maps the average error matrix had 5.5% l's and the

average compression ratio was 2.6;1. The entropy of the

average error matrix was

H=-[0.05 log 2 0.055+0.945 1012 0.945]J0.31,

which gives a compression ratio of 3.2:1 ideally. When

various picture processing techniques were applied to the

pictures, which gave a straight-line approximation to the

weather maps, the compression ratios increased to about

7.7:1.

In order to achieve large compression ratios with

area encoding it is necessary that the areas themselves be

large and also that the number of possible combinations of

brightness within the areas be small or highly non-uniform

in their probability distribution. These properties seem

S-.i- -.. . ..
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self-contradictory and do not agree with statistics which

have been compiled.(49)

2.5 COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES USING PICTURE TRANSFORMATION

Previous methods which have been described generally

involve operations which attempt to extract and encode the

essential information by operating on the original picture.

It would be desirable to find a suitable transformation which,

when applied to the original picture, yields an image con-

taining the essential information in a more convenient fcrm.

A suitable transformation would preserve the information

content in the original picture and would be reversible.

Andrews and Pratt( 5 0 ) have performed experiments in tele-

vision bandwidth reduction using the finite two-dimensional

Fourier transformation. This transform is a linear invert-

ible one-to-one mapping. In addition, Andrews (SI) proved

that the Fourier transform is an information-preserving

mapping. In general, the entropy of a function and it-

linear inverse are identical.

Andrews and Pratt used an original image containing

2S6x256 elements quantized to 64 levels of grayness. A digital

computer was used to calculate the two-dimensional Fourier

transform of the original image, using a highly efficient

version of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. (52) The Fourier

image is ther processed and transmitted. At the receiver,

a second two-dimensional Fourier transform is performed to
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obtain the original image. They have found that the double

Fourier transform of a picture does not significantly de-

grade the quality of the reproduced picture. In addition,

the Fourier image has the following interesting properties:

most of the "information" lies along the coordinate axes

and near the origin at low spatial frequencies; and the

samples exhibit a greater degree of statistical regularity

than do image domain samples. The authors used two methods

to decrease the amount of information transmitted for the

Fourier image. One method used a binary mask to blank out

certain low-amplitude spatial frequencies. A second, more

sophisticated method, is based on the fact that the onergy

containcd in an image is the same in the spatial and Fourier

domains. Therefore, the lowest spatial frequencies are gen-

erated and sent first, and as more spatial frequencies are

sent the cumulative energy is computed. When the energy

reaches the total energy, within some tolerance, transmission

is terminated. The resulting number of Fourier image samples

transmitted is a small fraction of the total. Gaussian 64-

level quantization was used because linear quantization was

found to be inadaquate.

SA reproduced picture with a compression ratio of

4:1 was very much like the original. Another picture comn-

pressed by a factor of 36 wes quite blurred and unsatisfactory.

Future work with this technique will be directed toward the

V.
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application of spatial domain data-compression techniques,

like predictive and interpolative coding, to the Fourier

domain.
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